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Abstract : Measurements and calculations are presented for the cross sections for two-photon emission
Following thermal neutron capture in'H and' 60. Upper limits for a~~ were measured in both cases .
For =H, a~x = 8 f 15 pb, for y-rays in the energy region 700 < E, < 5550 keV . A detailed tht+ee
particle calculation gives a~ = 26 nb . For `60, the experimental result is ci ~ = 3 f 19 pb for
1200 < Ey < 2943 keV . A single-particle, direct-capture calculation for ' 60 gives a~ = 41 nb .
Contributions from excitation of the giant dipole state of the core change this result by t 16 ~ .
In a separate measurement the total cross section for' 60(n, y)"O was measured to be 202 f28 pb .
Branching ratiosof(82 f 3)%and (18f3)% weredetermined for decays to the 3055 and871 keV levels
of "O, respectively .

NUCLFAR REACTIONS =H(n, yy), `60(n, yy), ' 60(n, y), E = th ; measured oy , deduced
upper limit for air. "O levels deduced y-branching. Enriched target .

1 . Introduction

It has been suggested t) that the doubly radiative neutron capture cross section
for deuterium may be substantially larger than for hydrogen. In addition, it is known
that the singly radiative cross section is strongly suppressed due to the symmetry
properties of the ground state Z). The resultant branching ratio, QZ~/Qlq could be
much more accessible to measurement s) than that for hydrogen.
The present paper presents the results of detailed three-body calculations which

predict a two-photon emission cross section for deuterium of26 nb, about four times
smaller than that calculated ~) for hydrogen, 118 nb. In order to understand the
smaller cross section for deuterium, a simplified direct capture calculation is described,
in which the deuteron is considered to be an elementary particle. It is shown that the
statistical and spectroscopic factors and the effective charge all contribute to reduce
Qzr( 2H~ even though the phase space is larger . Nevertheless, the calculated branching
ratio, 5 x 10-s is substantially larger than that for hydrogen, 3.7 x 10- ' .

This simplified approach has been used s) to calculate v2, for a number of other
cases in which the structure of the target nucleus is well known and vlY is relatively
small. The presentworkalso providesa detailed description ofthecalculation for t60.
A value of 41 nb is obtained, corresponding to a branching ratio of 2.2 x 10-4. It is
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shown that direct capture is the dominant capture mechanism and that the result
obtained is accurate to within t30~.

Experimental results are presented for initial measurements of the two-photon
cross sections for deuterium and ' 60. Upper limits of 8f 15 pb and 3f 19 fib,
respectively, are obtained . These limits are significantly larger than the calculated
cross sections . However, an increased neutron flux and better background conditions
can be expected to improve the experimental sensitivity in future measurements.

2. Theory for doubly radiative 2H capt>~e

The total doubly radiative capture cross section e) is

_ 1

	

2Ji + 1

	

_ 1 ('d3w, d3WZ d3Pr
azr - 2 2(2J+ 1) n°

	

(2 ,a)3 (2~) 3 (2n) a

x (2rz)4S(Ei- Ef- W1 -Wz)S3(Pi- Pr -W1-Wz) ~~ ~Mzr~Z+

where the factor ~ normalises the two-photon final state; J; (J) is the spin ofthe initial
state of the total system (target nucleus) ; the factor 2(2J+1) is the spin statistical
weight ; vß 1 = 1 .37 x 103 is the inverse velocity for thermal neutrons ; ~' sums over
the polarisation of the photons and the magnetic substates of the final state and
averages over those of the angular momentum coupled initial state. We use units
~ = c = 1. In eq. (1), Mzy is the two-photon matrix element defined as

where H is the sum of the nuclear Hamiltonian for the three-nucleon system and the
free electromagnetic field, and ~>,9(W) is the electric dipole operator ¢)

3 (~~ lg lWl= -~~ /d~~~rlq(~~is " r

in a oo-ordinate frame chosen such that the z-axis is along the momentum vector W
of the photon . This form of the matrix element is obtained by using the method of
Grechukhin e) which eliminates the linear dependence of the dipole operator on
the photon energy . In the long wavelength approximation (Wr~ 1), this operator
reduces to the conventional dipole operator

~14(W) = e

	

2W W6q . r.

	

(4)

Based on the results for n1 H capture 4), we have assumed in this calculation that the
(E1, El) two-photon mode is dominant and all other two-photon modes have been
ignored.
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The final n zH state, or the triton, as described by the wave function z)

~ = cowoo~o+cs(wi.o~i+wz.o~z)+c~w3.o~3+~wi.z~i+wz.z~z)+
where ~1 and ~z are the partially symmetric, and ¢o and ¢, respectively the com-
pletely antisymmetric and completely symmetric spin and isospin functions of the
three nucleons with total spin S = z and isospin T = i; ~r l and ~z are respectively
antisymmetric and symmetric in the isospin space under the exchange of particles
2 and 3 and have S = i and T = i. The normalized spatial functions w; . ~ (with
orbital angular momentum L) are chosen with appropriate symmetry properties
such that ~ is completely antisymmetric and normalised. The magnitude of the
constants co, cs, cA and ds can be obtained from detailed calculations of the ground-
state properties of the three-nucleon system . Such calculations' e) give approx-
imately Icol 2 :. 0.90, Icsl z x 0.016, IcAl z -. 0.0005 and Idsl 2 .:, 0.09.
Due to the fact that the L= 2 component in the initial state arises only through

the D-state component in the deuteron and the consideration that the spin and
isospin symmetries are not changed in an E1 transition it can be shown that the first
term in eq. (5) dominates the transition over and above the fact that Ico l is the largest
ofthe four amplitudes. Therefore for the present calculation, the triton wave function
is approximated as

~ = cowoo~o+
where

woo = }1a,{h, +hz +h3),

	

h; = h(Pr, Rr),

	

(7)

wherep; = r~ -rk , R; = r; -Z(r~ +rk ) and R~ _ ~rl +rz +r3 ) with (i, j, k) being cyclic
permutations of the particle labels (123) (we designate the neutron in the nzH system
by label 1). Here 1af is the normalization constant. From the binding energy of the
deuteron (Ba) and the triton (B~) we know that asymptotically h r has the form

e-r~R~
hr = ~d(Pr) 2YiR Yoo(~r)+

1

where y, = J2pcv, P = 3M is the reduced mass of the nzH system (M isthe nucleon
mass), G) = B,-Ba is the Q-value for the capture reaction, and ~a is the internal
wave function of the deuteron e)

~d(P) = Na

	

~' (e-Bw-e-ew)yoo(~),

where INalz = 1 .69, ßl =

	

MBa and ßz = 5.73 ß, . Inside the nucleus, hr has to be
properly regularised at the origin. We follow Hulthén and Sugawara 9) and choose
the form

hr = ~ a

	

RYi (e-r~x,-e-rzR~)yoo(~r)~
r

(10)
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The radius of the triton requires the magnitude of yz to be similar to that of ßz .
We shall present results obtained with a range of values of yz.

2.2. THE INITIAL STATE

The initial state of the nzH system can be in the spin doublet continuum, zS#,
or in the quartet continuum, 4S~ . Since the electric dipole operator cannot change
the spin in a transition from the initial to the final state which is more than 90 ~ spin
doublet, we need only consider the initial state in the doublet continuum . Because
the deuteron has zero isospin the initial state must have T = i. The wave function
for such a state is chosen to have the form

where SQ and At are respectively symmetric in spin space and antisymmetric in
isospin space with respect to the interchange of particles 2 and 3. In (11) az = 0.65 fm
is the scattering length') for the nzH system in the doublet state.

2.3 . TWO-PHOTON CROSS SECTION

as
Using plane-wave intermediate states, the two-photon matrix element Mz is written

where a = ~is the fine structure constant, et and sz are the polarisations of the
two photons, x = ca l/w and a detailed expression for the function fzy(x) is given
in appendit A. The differential cross section for two-photon capture is given by

z
dozy = 6n n(1+cos z 6b(cos BkUI(co- co,) 3dwll.izy(x)+ .Îzy(1-x)~ z ,

	

(13)
0

where B is the angle between the direction ofthe twophotons with energy mt and cot.
The integrated cross section is given by

2.4 . NUMERICAL RESULTS

~~ _ ~e(Pixl - az/Ri)Yoo(~t)SeAr

	

(11)

Mzy = 2n

	

culcozal ~ 8z(.Îzy(x)+Izy(1-x)),

4_

	

az

	

J

i
~zy 97[ U ~7_

	

x3(1-x)3~.Î2r(x)+ .izy(1-x)~zdx.
0 0

(12)

(14)

The total cross section for twophoton emission, using the initial state wave function
given by eq . (11) and the final state wave function given by eqs. (7), (9) and (10~ is
shown in table 1 in which magnitude of yz is varied and results for several values of
yz are shown. The value yz = 3.5 yl (or yz = 307 MeV/c) reproduces the radius')
of 3H reasonably well and provides a type of phenomenological wave function' °)
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TABLE I

a~~ for n 2H capture

that gives a good fit to the charge form factor of'H for momentum transfers up to
3.5 fm - ' . For this choice of y2, the square of the asymptotic normalisation, ~1V f lZ =
2.44, has a value consistent with those obtained by others'). The column Q? r (Q~)

gives the two-photon cross section ignoring (including) the term in the initial state
wave function proportional to a2 . Since a2 is small, the term proportional to a2
changes the cross section by only ~ 4 ~. For a realistic choice of y2 ~ 300 MeV/c,
the total two-photon cross section is 26 .0 nb . The curve labeled (a) in fig. 1 shows
the calculated two-photon spectrum . As in the case of ' H(n, yy)Z H, where the cross
section was shown to be insensitive to the internal region of the deuteron wave
function, here the cross section is also not sensitive to the relative n ZH wave function
at short distances. For example if we set yz = oo, i.e. using the asymptotic wave
function given in (8), but the normalization ~l~ f lZ = 2.44, azr becomes 30.1 nb,
representing an increase of 16 ~.
The remaining uncertainty in the results arises from the effect of interaction in

the plane wave intermediate states. Since the p-wave phase shift is small at low
energies, this effect is not expected to be important . For n' H capture 4) this effect
changes the cross section by much less than 1 ~.
We calculate QZy to be 26 nb with an estimated uncertainty of about 30 ~.

2 .5 . COMPARISON WITH THE RESULT OF 'H CAPTURE

It has been suggested') that because of the larger phase space aZY( 2H) could be
an order of magnitude larger than Q2r(' H). In the previous section we have shown
instead that QZY(?H) is smaller by a factor of four. This result can be understood
by means of a simplified calculation in which the deuteron is considered to be an
elementary particle . In this case the formalism a) for neutron capture on hydrogen
(using asymptotic wave functions only) can be carried over and we write

(15)

where S is the spin-statistics weight factor ; ~C~Z is the spectroscopic factor for the

Y:/Yi IArl 2 ~/Ci~ (fm) as, (rtb) a'i (eb)

1 .5 14.0 2 .14 60.5 58 .3
2 .0 5 .62 2 .02 43 .0 41 .3
2 .5 3 .68 I .92 34 .8 33 .3
3 .0 2 .87 1 .86 30 .2 28 .8
3 .5 2 .44 I .82 27 .2 26 .0
4 .0 2 .18 1 .79 26.0 24 .7
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capture process; p = ((A-1)/A)M is the reduced mass of the neutron ; A is the mass
number of the product nucleus; W(= B,-Bd) is the total photon energy ; -Z/A is
the neutron effective charge in units of e and q = a2y t where y t =~. Table 2
compares the values of S, ~C~ Z , etc. for the ntH and nZH cases. It can clearly be seen
that the value of co alone does not have a dominating effect on QZY . In the case of
nZH capture, the smaller value of S, ~C~ Z and the effective charge all contribute to
reduce the cross section.

s

s
0

a

caW

TABLE 2
Comparison of n'H and n 2H capture

S

	

~C~Z

	

l1~

	

p/M

	

Z/A

	

cu(MeV)

	

y~ (fm - ')

	

q

n' H

	

â

	

1

	

1 .69

	

~

	

}

	

2.22

	

0.232
n2H ~ } 2.44 3 i 6.26 0.449

1 .25
0.292

Fig. 1 . Predicted two-photon spectra for 2H(n, yy)'H, in dimcnaionless units ; (a) obtained from three-
body calculation ; and (b) obtained from two-body calculation .

The result obtained with eq. (15), rrzr(ZH) = 20.3 nb is remarkably close to the
value of 26 nb obtained from the three-body calculation . The contribution of the
internal structurt:.of the deuteron to QZy(ZH) is not expected to be large because the
relative wave function of the nZH system in the bound state is orthogonal to the
relative nZH scattering wave function . However, as is shown in fig . 1, there is a
qualitative difference between the two-photon spectra obtained from the two
calculations. At co t 0 or co t ,. w, the linear dependence on mt of the capture rate
is characteristic of two-body capture only .
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3. Theory for doubly rAdiadve n' 60 capture

The single-particle plus core picture used in the last section is expected to be
increasingly realistic as the mass of the target nucleus increases. Closed shell nuclei
are particularly attractive because the wave functions of the single particles are well
known. The nucleus ' 60 provides the additional advantages that there is no
resonance at or near thermal neutron energy and QlY is relatively small. The capture
mechanism described in subsect. 2.5 is therefore expected to be the dominant
contribution to azr. The only other capture mechanisms which we consider are those
due to the giant-dipole resonance (GDR).

Because the ground state of l'O has J~ = i+ the final neutron state must be in
a bound, d-wave orbital . The QzY can be written as (see appendix B)

In comparison with (15) we note that here both S and ICI z are equal to unity. The
function F(rl) is defined as

F(~l) = 6~ l l .i(x)+ .i(1-x)IZx3(1-x) adx,

	

(17)
0

where the dimensionless, reduced two-photon amplitude f(x) is

.i(x) _ .i''P'(x)+f
°DR(x)+f

z+(x),

	

(18)
where

z z
f.. P .(x) __

15 x fo uz(z)~dz - n~ ~o (Pz+x)P~1- Gz +~z~ ~ ~o
uz(z)Z31i(Pz~z

is due to single-particle direct capture;

If°nR(x)I - ~
~c~ Z

	

xo xn+x
is due to direct capture through core-excited intermediate states ; and

(16)

(19)

(20)

is due to the- initial (~+) and the final (i+ ) states having components
I(1 ® 1- )2+ds+i+i and I(1 ® 1-)2+si ;i+~ respectively . Here ds is the final,
bound d-wave in l 'O, si is the initial scattering s-wave of the thermal neutron, and
I1 - ~ is the GDR. In (19), uz is the radial wave function for ds generated from a
Woods-Saxon potential ' 1) (NffôuZrzdr is normalized to unity; Nf = 2y,~i) and
the term [pz/(pz+~z)]z arises from the regularization of the initial scattering s-wave,
uo(r) = 1-(rlyl/rxl-e-{"~. In (20), yd is the amplitude of the particle-hole com-
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az~ for n`°O capture

') Ref. ' _) .
b) The amplitudesf~°~ andJ°°"+f' are added constructively .
e) The amplitudes are added destructively .

Fig. 2. Predicted two-photon spectra for ' °O(n, yy)"O. (a) Calculated from f~°~ only ; (b) calculated
from ~I'~°~I+~J°°R+J~'I ; and (c)calculated from Ir~°~I-L/°°R+./''I .

ponent (dsp3 t) in the GDR ; Kyi ~ is equal to the radial integral in the electric
dipole transition si to ps ; and xp = wti/w, where wn is the excitation energy of the
GDR.
The two-photon spectrum labeled a in fig. 2 is calculated using fs . °' only . With

~ = 0.6, or Zy t being approximately the nuclear radius, the integrated Q Zy is 41 nb.
No attempt has been made to predict the relative sign between the amplitudes f' .p .
andfc°R + fz + . Thespectrum labeled b (c) in fig. 2 is obtained when these amplitudes
are added constructively (destructively); the corresponding Q2 ,, is 48 nb (34 nb).
In short, including the effect of the GDR changes the result of single-particle direct
capture by f16 ~. Together with the uncertainty of the wave function of si in the
nuclear interior, the total uncertainty for the value tr Zq = 41 nb is about f30%.
The results are summarized in table 3.

Single-particle air (nb)
a= r (nb)

u2 =u~

	

( a 0.6

	

total
~=ao

4.14

	

5.81 ')

	

0.705
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Theapparatus and techniques used in the present experiment were similar to those
used in a previous measurement') of an upper limit for 6zr(`H) .
Theexperiment was performed with 0.009 eV neutrons obtained by Bragg reflecting

a beam of neutrons from the NRU reactor thermal column with a pyrolitic graphite
monochromator. The beam (4 x lOs neutrons cm-Z ~ s- ') travelled down a 4 cm
inside diameter flight tube lined with 5 mm of 6LiF to a 50 cm 3 sample of heavy
water (99.76~ isotopically enriched in zH) contained in a bag made of 0.1 mm thick
polyethylene. Since the scattering cross section for deuterium is 500 times the capture
cross section ` Z ), the neutron beam was effectively thermalized to 0.025 eV in the
target before capture. The use of a ZHZO target permitted the simultaneous measure-
ment of two-photon emission cross sections from ZH and ` 60.
The 6LiF shielded the detectors from neutrons in the beam and neutrons scattered

from the target, providing a linear attenuation factor ofgreater than 10`° for thermal
neutrons. Two Ge(Li) detectors having photopeak efficiencies of 11 .3 ~ and 13.3
at 1 .33 MeV(relative to a 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm NaI detector at 25 cm) were placed as close
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4. Experiment

Fig . 3 . Target-detector configuration used in the present experiment . The neutron beam travelled
perpendicular to the plane ofthe figure within an extended 6LiF tube .

to the target as possible (fig. 3) and were shielded from each other by 4.9 cm of heavy
metal. In addition, the target-detector assembly was surrounded by 10 cm of Pb.
A PDP-5 computer was used on line to store on magnetic tape three-parameter

events consisting of the energy signals from each detector and a fast timing signal
from a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). The fast-coincidence time resolution
was about 6 ns FWHM and was achieved by using two ORTEC 473 constant
traction discriminators in a slow-rise-time-rejection mode. Large amplitude pulses
from a mercury relay pulsar were fed in at each preamplifier and the resulting signals
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were used for gain stabilization during playback ofthe data on a PDP-10 computer.
During the acquisition of the data, singles energy spectra from detector A were

accumulated in a 1024 channel analyzer, and the number of counts in the 2223 keV
line from the 1 H(n, y) reaction was scaled in a 10 MHz sealer to monitor the beam-
target interactions.

Relative detection e~ciencies in the energy range from 1 to 10 MeV were
determined from the known t s- t s) intensities of y-rays from (n, y) reactions in
nitrogen, carbon and lithium. Relative efficiencies at lower energies were determined
with radioactive sources of ZZNa, 88Y and 6°Co dissolved in volumes of H2O similar
to that of the ZH20 target .

ENERGY SPECTRUM OF
COINCIDENT GAMMAS

ZHYO TARGET

~'( 511)

E r (ksV)

Fig. 4. Energy spectrum of y-rays in detector A in coincidence with any y-ray in detector B. The insert
shows a typical spectrum from the time to amplitude converter (TAC).

Fig. 4 shows the spectrum of energy pulses observed in detector A in real
coincidence with pulses of any energy in detector B. The insert illustrates a typical
TAC spectrum.
The experimental di~culties in the present measurements were significantly

different from those associated with the t H(n, yy)ZH measurement 3) . In the present
case, the flux of y-rays from single photon emission in the target is lower by a factor
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E � +Ee (keV)

Fig . 5 . Sum spectrum obtained with the zH ZO target for a total aaumulation time of 300 hours. The
energies of the y-rays in detectors A, B have been restricted to the range E,,, EB > 700 keV . The peaks
arise from cascade y-rays from the ' 60(n, y)"O reaction . The insert indicates the region summed to

determine a 2 _ for deuterium .

SUM SPECTRUM OF COINCIDENT GAMMAS
tH=0 TARGET

(1200 keV < E~,E~ ~ 2943 keV)

E� t Ee (keV)

0
200o aooo aooo soon sooo

Fig . 6 . Sum spectrum obtained as in fig. 5, but with 1200 < E~, Ee < 2943 keV . The insert indicates the
region summed to determine a1Y for oxygen .
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of more than 600. Therefore, the problem of cross registration of y-rays is much less
significant . Thelower singles counting rates ( < 100/s) also result in a very lowrandom
coincidence rate (see TAC spectrum in fig . 4) .
The main source of background is real coincidences between the Compton

distribution of high~nergy y-rays produced by (n, y) reactions in materials other than
the deuterium in the target . By comparing the discrete y-ray lines apparent in fig. 4
with (n, y) spectra obtained from a variety of targets it was possible to identify
background contributions from (n, y) reactions in hydrogen (random coincidences),
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, fluorine, germanium, lithium and cadmium. Much of
this background is produced by y-ray coincidences having at least one y-ray less than
700 keV and this background was digitally rejected during data playback . The main
contribution to background in the regions of interest arose from (n, y) reactions in
nitrogen and germanium, with additional small contributions from fluorine and
cadmium. The contributions from the former two sources were reduced by filling
the neutron flight tube with helium and by minimizing the leakage of neutrons out
of the tube .

During data playback, sum spectra were generated from the coincident signals
from the two detectors for various energy ranges. Figs. 5 and 6 show the sum spectra
obtained with the restrictions E,� EB > 700 keV and 1200 < E~,EB < 2943 keV,
respectively . The former energy discrimination was chosen primarily to reject events
due to cross registration from positron annihilation at rest. The higher threshold
(1200 keV) was necessary for the Qz,,( 160) measurement to reject contributions
from two-step cascades via known "O levels .
Thespectrum offig. 5 was used to determine an upper limit for Qar(ZH) . As may be

seen in the insert, no peak was observed at 6257 keV and the net yield in a region of
14 keV at that energy was determined to be 4.5 t8.3 counts. The energy calibration
and resolution were determined from the singles spectra and the sumspectra observed
for the ` °N(n, y) and ` ZC(n, y) reactions.
From measurements performed with the heavy metal shield removed, the contribu-

tion from cross registration `e) of 6257 keV y-rays from the ZH(n, y) 3H reaction was
calculated to be negligible . As in the previous measurement a) of Qzr(`H) the clearly
resolved peaks in fig . 5 due to the coincident cascade y-rays from the `e0(n, y)
reaction were used as an absolute normalization in determining Qar(

zH) . Corrections
of less than 3 ~ were applied for contributions from oxygen in the polyethylene bag
and the residual `HZO in the ZH20 sample .
The coincidence data obtained in the course of the present measurement (fig. 5)

were used to define branching ratios of (18f3) ~ and (82f 3) ~ for the decays to
the 871 and3055 keV levels of "O (see fig . 7) . Singles spectra (fig . 8) were also obtained
in which y-rays ofenergies 870.89 f0.22, 1087.88 f0.17, 2184.47 t0.12 and 3271 keV
were observed and their intensities were determined relative to the intensity of the
6257 keV y-ray from ZH(n, y)3H for which Q = 521 f9 pb [ref. ")] . Using the
measured branching ratios and relative efficiencies of the detectors, the total cross
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~ + ISO

170

Fig. 7. Energy level diagram showing the transitions observed from the ` 60(n, y) reaction . Energies are
shown in keV .

CHANNEL

10~

IO s

wig . 8 . Singles spectrum ofy-rays from the ~H=Otarget, usedto determine the cross section and branching
ratios for ` 60(n, y). The peaks labelled DE and SE are double and single escape peaks, respectively .
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section for the '60(n, y) reaction was determined to be 202f28 fib. These results
are in agreement with the results of Jurney and Motz 18 ) who measured branching
ratios of 82 and 18 ~ and a total cross section of 178f25 fib . The weighted average
of these cross-section measurements is 190f 18 pb .
These 1'O results and the measured relative y-ray detection efficiencies were used

to define the cross section for ZH(n,yy)3H for 700 < EY < 5557 keV :

uZY(ZH) = 8f 15 ~b .

This corresponds to a two-photon branching ratio azrlQlr of (1 .5 f2.8) x 10-Z .
The average detection e~ciency for the 2y process in ZH was determined by

assuming a two-photon energy distribution as shown in fig. 1 (curve a) . However,
Qzr(ZH) is not very sensitive to this distribution, since a form independent of E,,
would only increase the result for QZY by about 15~. The angular correlation of the
two photons from Z H(n, yy) was assumed to be isotropic. The solid angles subtended
by the two Ge(Li) detectors are so large that the expected (see sect. 2) angular depen-
dence for an E1-E1 transition (1 +cost (B,,- BR)) would change this result by less
than 10 ~.
The sum spectrum of fig. 6 was used to determine an upper limit for QZY( 160).

The somewhat large energy limit of 1200 keV was chosen to reduce the background
in the region of interest. In particular, this choice eliminates contributions from
two-step cascades via known 1'O levels . A possible contribution from the triple
coincidence (871 + 1088+2184 keV) is calculated to be negligible in this experiment .
It could always be eliminated completely by rejecting a small energy region near
2184 keV in each detector.
As shown in the insert in fig . 6, no peak was observed at 4143 keV and the net

counts in a region of 12 keV were determined to be 1 .5 f 7.5 . Again, by normalizing
to the two-step cascades in 1'O the cross section for '60(n, yy)1 'O was determined
for 1200 < EY < 2943 keV

62r(16
G) - 3~ 19 pb.

This corresponds to a two-photon branching ratio of (1 .6 t 10) x 10-Z. The energy
distribution shown in fig . 2 (curve a) was used to define the average detection effi-
ciency . The anisotropy of the two-photon angular correlation is negligible [see eq .
(B.1)] .

5. 3~nary

The theoretical and experimental values of two-photon emission cross sections
and branching ratios for thermal neutron capture by hydrogen, deuterium and ' 60
are listed in table 4. Although the calculated values of ~Zr for ZH and 160 are
somewhat smaller than for 1 H, the branching ratios are substantially larger .
The experimental upper limits for the cross sections in all cases are of the same
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T~er e 4
Summary of theoretical and experimental results

') The percentages ofthe calculated two-photon energy distributions (figs . 1 and 2) falling within these
ranges are 64 %, 94 % and 53 % respectively.

n) Ref. ' 9 ) .

	

`) Ref. ") .

	

°) Ref. `°) and present work .

order. However, the main limitation to the sensitivity s) for the tH case arises from
the relatively large Qt r( t H) . For ZH and t60, the present limitation results from
background produced by (n, y) reactions in materials other than the target . In
principle, improvements can be obtained by decreasing this background and by
increasing the incident flux .

Until now, essentially all experimental and theoretical work in doubly radiative
thermal neutron capture has concentrated on the hydrogen case . The present work
indicates that other cases can be calculated with reasonable certainty and that these
cases may be more accessible to measurement.

We would particularly like to thank the Solid State Physics Group at CRNL for
the use of their monochromator facility .

Appendix A

Thefunction jsY(x) corresponding to initial wave functions ofthe type (suppressing
the angular, spin and isospin wave functions)

Na 2ßt
Pt

	

kRt -,

and final wave functions of the type

is

e -aa e-rR~h, = Na 2ßt P.

	

2Yt Ri

j2Y(x) = 9fMNâNr
ßtYt Yt (h(x)+IZ(x)+13(x)) .

The complete j2r(x) is obtained by summing over the j2 Y with different values of

Target a,r (Pb) (talc)
(nb)

~~~~r (exP)
(kb)

a2rw, r (exp) rang
(keV)

'H (3.32f0.02)x10sb) 118 3.6x10- ' -3±8 (-0.9±2.4)x10-' 600<Er <1600
ZH 521 f 9 `) 26 5 x 10 -° 8± 15 (l .5f 2.9) x 10 -2 700 < Er < 5550
is0 190 f I8 °) 4l 2.2 x 10-° 3 f 19 (l .bf 10) x 10 -= 1200 < Er < 2943
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ß, ß' and y and the appropriate signs . The dimensionless function 1~(x) arises from the
contribution of the term h i. We have

__ _ Yi f °°

	

4zd4

	

_3Yi fm

	

44d4
I1(x)

	

~Jo (9z +ßzx4z +~zx4z +~ i) + 2~YzJo (9z +ßz ) z (9z +ß~z)z(gz
+~i)

~zYi _4 °°

	

gzd4

	

~

	

dQ
- [ 9nz {9 Jo (4z +ßzx4z +ß~z )

Jo (Qz +Yz) z(Qz +~i)
°° 4°d4 f°° dQ

+ Jo (9 +ßz)z(9
z +ß~z)z Jo (Qz+Yz}(Qz+~i)~J

4
d4

~

	

24z

	

2qz
z

4Yi

	

~

	

1 ~- qz +4ß'z + qz+ßz
Iz(x) _ - ~

	

f

	

z

	

z

	

z	~z

	

z

	

z z z

	

zJo (4 +ß x4 +4ß x4 +Y ) (4 +~1 )

+ 2048azyi
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4dQ
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l 1x
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where ~i = Yix+ßz , ~i = ~4z +~i), ~s = 4(4z +Yz) and ~â = ~4z+4ß.z) ;
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In evaluating the above expressions, the following integrals have been used,

°° d4 __
Jo (4z +azx4z +ßz ) 2aß(a+ß)'
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dq
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Jo (9 2 +a Zx9 2+ß zxg 2 +Y z )
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Appendix B

For a double El, i+ -. i+ transition,
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+XZX4X6 +XiX4Xs]

~' IMsr la = ~2

	

co lco2(1 +ô sinz B+~ cos~ 8)IRzr(cUl)+ RzY(c~ 2 )IZ,

where B is the angle between the two emitted photons and

Rzy(~1) _ ~ <~Ilrlln ; z)<n;iIIrIIZ)/(E�- Eo+co,),

	

(B.2)

where x = col /co, then

where

n

where Eo (E�) is the energy of the initial (intermediate) nuclear state. We define a
dimensionless amplitude f(x)

RZ~(col ) _-

	

120~cNcYi4W-1(A/~1(x~

	

(B.3)

d(cos B)

	

20~f vo ~2~)}Y'_

	

_

	

s ~A)4F(~lxl+ô sinZ B+S cosZ Bx (B.4)

F(q) = 6f111(x)+1(1-x)IZx
3(1-x)3dz.

	

(B.5)
0

Integrating over B provides a factor of ~, leading to eq . (16) . For the amplitude f'.p.
the radial wave function of the initial scattering state (si) is

z

where z = ryl , and >t = ayl ; a is the scattering length . Asymptotically (r is greater
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than the radius of the nucleus)

The radial wave function for the bound state (ds) is Nfu2. Asymptotically

The sum over the plane wave intermediate states is replaced by the integral
[1/(2~)a]Jd3p, and E�-Eo = pa/2u. Substituting into (B.2) and (B.3) we have (19) .
When we use the approximation u2(z) = uZ~(z) and u°(z) = uô~(z) we have

_ 1

	

4t) ~°° dp ~

	

2
f~~(x)

	

z

	

15n ° ps+x

	

(1+pz)2 +22F1(i,2 ;i~ -PZ)

where ZFl is the hypergeometric function. The value for ~sr calculated with f°'~
above is s) 36 nb, as compared to 41 nb when f' .p . is used. When the scattering is
weak, or >) 0, we have f~r°'(x) ,. 1/x and F°'ß(0) = 1, which explains our
normalization of f(x) in (B.3) and F(r~) in (B.5). In the present case the scattering is
sufficiently strong (a = 5.81 fm, q = 2.52) such that f(x) = 1/x is a poor approxima-
tion .

For the amplitude fG°R we consider the contribution from the core-excited
intermediate states ~1'ds ;i) and ~1 - s~ ;i). We get

Ri°R(~i) _
<dsIIrIII si~i)< 1 si ;i~lr~~si) + <dsIIrIII ds ;~)~1 ds~~~~r~~si) . (B.8)

cvp+cul	cu D-cu+col

We expect the two terms (B.8) to be of comparable importance. Because only the
first term can be easily estimated we equate RZ°R to twice the first team . It is then
easy to show that

(B.9)

where yn = ~~ and we have assumed that the GDR exhausts the dipole sum
rule of Thomas-Reiche-I~uhn z°) . To calculate the other dipole matrix element in
(B.8) we must express the GDR in terms of particle-hole components, We have

where ps is ap} hole, K = Jôul (zxl -n/z)z3dz, andul isthe normalized wave function



and (21) follows.

1)
2)
3)

4)

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
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for pa . Substituting (B.8}{B.10) into (B.3) we get (20). Parameter K is calculated using
the harmonic oscillator (length parameter b = 1 .76 fm) wave function, yielding
K = 1 .78. For the excitation energy of the GDR we use coD = 22 MeV. For the
amplitude yd we use the average value ofyd = ~as there are five major particle-hole
components in the GDR of 160.

For the amplitude Ja } we again equate the contribution from the two possible
terms to twice the term for which a simple calculation is feasible

�, <2+si ;Zllrlll-si ;~)<1-si ;illrllsi) .<dslVl2+si ;i)
RZr (~t) ~` 2

	

ca

	

+co

	

2cv

	

~

	

(B.11)
D 1

	

D

where 12 + ) is the two-phonon state I1 - ® 1 - ; 2+) and V is the residual interaction.
By vector recoupling we have

<dslVl2+ si ; z) _ ~Ya<(siPs 1 )1

	

IVI1

	

).

	

(B.12)

The last matrix element can be calculated simply if we assume V = .îr 1 ~ r2. Then
it is easily shown that

3~, = coD<1-IIr110)-Z,

From (B.11}{B.14) we have

RZy(col) ,: 2RZne(u~l),
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